Abstract

Developers continuously invent new practices, usually grounded in hard-won experience, not theory. Game theory studies cooperation and conflict; its use will speed the development of effective processes. A survey of game theory in software engineering finds highly idealised models that are rarely based on process data. This is because software processes are hard to analyse using traditional game theory since they generate huge game models. We are the first to show how to use game abstractions, developed in artificial intelligence, to produce tractable game-theoretic models of software practices. We present Game-Theoretic Process Improvement (GTPI), built on top of empirical game-theoretic analysis. Some teams fall into the habit of preferring “quick-and-dirty” code to slow-to-write, careful code, incurring technical debt. We showcase GTPI’s ability to diagnose and improve such a development process. Using GTPI, we discover a lightweight intervention that incentivises developers to write careful code: add a single code reviewer who needs to catch only 25% of kludges. This 25% accuracy is key; it means that a reviewer does not need to examine each commit in depth, making this process intervention cost-effective.
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1. Introduction

What's important is not just to develop the technology; it's to develop the processes. —Hal Abelson

Modern society revolves around software. We use it to communicate, understand global warming, operate machines, and decide what to buy. Like the human beings who write it, software is fallible. Software engineers rely heavily on tools to write and maintain robust software: tools that find bugs, repair bugs, or help developers avoid introducing them in the first place. Development tools are important, but so are the processes that use them. In the words of Linus Torvalds, “All the really stressful times for me have been about process: they haven’t been about code” [1]. Despite
their importance, researchers and practitioners have lacked the tooling to build bespoke formal, yet still intuitive and explainable, models for software processes. Instead, they had to rely on generic, coarse-grained models or models difficult to elicit and often hard to understand.

Developers, customers, and managers cooperate and compete to write software. These interactions define a software process. Examples include effort estimation, where managers underestimate to win a project bid, while technical leaders overestimate to minimise risk [2, 3], and defect prioritisation, where end users exaggerate the importance of their bugs to obtain their fix quickly, while the engineering team needs accurate priorities (business value, not technical severity) to maximise the value delivered per release [4].

These software processes can be viewed as games. Game theory studies mathematical models of conflict and cooperation [5], and has already been used in the analysis of complex scenarios like arms races between nations or duopolies in markets [6]. One of its more important findings is the Nash equilibrium (NE): a game outcome where players have no incentive to deviate by choosing different actions. Real-world scenarios where the players have mastered the game — like professional sports — converge on their NE [7, 8]. When we model software processes as games, we can compute their NE to diagnose their problems and prescribe fixes when needed.

We believe that most software processes are emergent phenomena that arise to solve problems. Since they are not designed, many are suboptimal: they misalign a player’s payoffs with the overall goals of a process, permitting, even encouraging, players to act in ways that undermine collective goals. These games have an undesirable NE. Mechanism design identifies and fixes games whose NE is undesirable. Players use strategies to decide their actions. Game designers apply mechanism design to formulate games whose NE favours desirable strategies. We are proposing that process engineers [9] be game designers, who craft software processes considering cooperation incentives and conflict avoidance mechanisms.

Despite game theory’s obvious applicability to software processes, our survey of the state of the art (Section 3) shows that software engineering researchers have not fully exploited game theory, limiting their analysis to idealised models. The reason is that software processes are inherently temporal: they are not one-off events; they comprise interactions over time. Game theory models these scenarios with extensive form games. This formalism is intricate and its analysis must cope with exponentially large game trees. Even constrained versions of poker have trees with $10^{18}$ leaves [10].

Our research agenda exploits abstraction to build tractable game-theoretic models of real-world software development scenarios. Empirical game-theoretic analysis (EGTA) is an instance of a large set of abstractions for dealing with extensive form games [11]. EGTA converts an extended form game into a normal-form game that only considers a subset of the actions available in the full game and the payoffs are expected values obtained through simulation. EGTA relies heavily on data for simulation input analysis and output validation. Fortunately, software engineers can now easily access a wealth of data building and using software products [12]. Our proposed solution — called Game-Theoretic Process Improvement (GTPI) — relies on this data and EGTA models to improve software development processes (Section 4).

Many tasks can be partially completed. At one end of the scale, one can use a quick and dirty short term fix; at the other, one takes the time and care to find and implement a complete and lasting fix. Neither approach is always better. Quick code can help a development team beat a competitor
to market, but, taken too far, turn a codebase into an unmaintainable mess. When developers are not racing, we prefer more deeply considered code. Some development workflows settle into a suboptimal point along this continuum. Lavallée and Robillard observed that some software teams had a tendency to prefer quick-cheap solutions over time-consuming ones, incurring technical debt due to fear of exceeding their budget [13]. We use this problem to showcase GTPI.

Our contributions follow:

• A survey on game-theoretic analysis of software development practices.

• An introduction to EGTA for software engineers; and

• A complete, end-to-end analysis and fix of budget-driven technical debt: we diagnose it using game theory, then apply mechanism design to suggest a simple and inexpensive change — the addition of a single reviewer — and validate the new process via its NE.

2. Background

In this section, we review key concepts from game theory using a software engineering scenario to illustrate them. We also discuss the issue of game representation: the number of players, actions and rounds over time have a large impact on the size of the game-theoretic model.

In game-theoretic context, a game is a scenario where multiple self-interested agents, or players, interact and their actions impact the perceived utility of all of them. This definition fits nicely with the traditional definition of game. For example, in rock-paper-scissors winning is a function of your play — selecting an action — and the play of your opponent.

Consider a software project that hires two freelance engineers: a frontend engineer and a backend engineer. Their contract stipulates $50 upfront and an additional $50 upon completion. If the project goes live before the deadline, they each receive an additional $50. They have two actions: to cooperate and work together or to work individually, not cooperate and ignore each other. If they cooperate, they will certainly finish before the deadline. Otherwise, they will certainly finish their individual tasks, but lack of integration means the project will not go live. If only one cooperates, the isolationist will finish their task quickly and free themselves to take another contract, while the cooperating freelancer will not complete their task. We represent this game with a payoff table — shown in Table 1 — that contains payoff information per player given the actions they performed.

A strategy defines the behaviour of the player in a game. Strategies fall into two categories. In pure strategies, players select a single action; in mixed strategies players randomise over actions according to a probability distribution [14]. In an NE, all the players adopt the best response to their opponents’ strategies: any deviation lowers a player’s payoff. This explains the stability of an NE. Nash proved that every finite game has at least one NE [15].

To put this in context, we return to our freelancers. When one freelancer cooperates and the other does not, the outcome is unstable since only the uncooperative player has adopted the best response, while the cooperative freelancer would be better off not cooperating. The NE for both players is to adopt the same strategy: ignore each other. Any deviation from this strategy allows their colleague to take advantage. Hence, NE analysis predicts the freelancers work independently and obtain $100 each without completing the project. However, in the unstable scenario where they
Table 1: Pay-off matrix for the freelancer’s dilemma: each cell contains the payoff in dollars obtained by Freelancer A and Freelancer B given their choice to cooperate or not.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>B: cooperate</th>
<th>B: not cooperate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A: cooperate</td>
<td>A = $150, B = $150</td>
<td>A = $50, B = $200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A: not cooperate</td>
<td>A = $200, B = $50</td>
<td>A = $100, B = $100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

work together, they obtain $150 and a satisfied client with a completed project. This dilemma faced by our freelancers is an instance of the prisoner’s dilemma: a game used to explain cooperation — or the lack of it — in real-world scenarios like global warming and cigarette advertisement.

Game-theoretic models rely on strong assumptions regarding player knowledge. For NE convergence, game structure, player rationality and player beliefs must be common knowledge. These assumptions do not always align with human behaviour [16]. In contrast, bounded rationality approaches model rationality within the limits of attention, information, and mental capabilities of the decision maker [17]. Prospect theory is a bounded rationality model that describes decision-making under uncertainty. According to it, agents make decisions based on utility relative to current wealth — gains or losses — rather than the absolute wealth obtained. Prospect theory has been successfully applied to the design of drone delivery systems [18] and to the study of smart-grid adoption [19]. Cognitive hierarchy also relaxes game-theory’s rationality assumptions. Each player in a cognitive hierarchy model has a level, which determines the number of strategic reasoning iterations the player can perform. Level-0 players choose actions uniformly at random; players of superior levels are “smarter” in their decision-making. Psychological games extend the utility function definition to also depend on the players beliefs and their beliefs regarding the other players. This includes social norms and emotions in the game-theoretic model. In this work, we adopt the conventional game-theory approach that predicts convergence to NE under its rationality assumptions. We believe teams of experienced developers working over well-known codebases, like in open-source projects or in mature software maintenance teams, meet these assumptions. Our results are already strong despite being conservative and imprecise and they can only improve by adopting a bounded rationality approach closer to team behaviour. This is left as future work.

Game theory has been widely applied. It has already been used to optimise student recruitment in American hospitals, improve the auction of telecom operating licences in Britain and to analyse transport networks in New York [20]. In static games, players select their actions independently and simultaneously, like in rock-paper-scissors. Dynamic games, like chess or poker, unfold over time and require players to sequence their actions. The most common representation for dynamic games is the extensive form [16]. Extensive-form games can be described via game trees, like the one in Figure 1. The non-terminal nodes of the game tree are called choice nodes. In each choice node, a player is required to select an action and the available actions correspond to the outgoing edges of the choice node. A pure strategy in an extensive form game defines which action to take at each player’s choice node, while a mixed strategy is a probability distribution over these pure strategies [14]. The size of the game tree can become inconveniently large when dealing with real-world scenarios. These sizes quickly become unmanageable for NE calculation algorithms, hence abstraction is needed.
3. A Survey of Game Theory Applied to Software Engineering

In the Section 2, we used game theory to analyse freelancers in a software project and showed its potential as a formal technique to analyse development practices. Other popular approaches are less formal but based on the consultants’ hard-won experience, although they sometimes lack arguments to back their adoption [21]. Bayesian networks have also been proposed for process improvement, and due to their use of models and their formal approach they are the closest to game theory [22]. We start this section by exploring Bayesian networks, then review the work published so far in game-theoretic applications to software engineering.

Bayesian Networks for Process Improvement. Scenarios like the tragedy of the test suite (Section 5) can be analysed with tools from decision theory, like the Bayesian network in Figure 2, but this approach fails to capture strategic interactions between agents. Decision theory can be seen as “the study of games against nature”, where nature behaves stochastically instead of been driven by self-interest [23]. Game theory models agents’ interests and how their interactions affect these interests. In game theory, players, actions, and strategy profiles are all first-class elements. Model elicitation is the coal face of process improvement, and it is here that game theoretic models shine, because their primitives are easy to understand and are a natural fit for modelling software processes. In contrast, building Bayesian networks rests on eliciting random variables that can have unclear conceptual boundaries. Bayesian networks can, of course, model game theoretic models, at the cost of further complicating their models.

Game Theory for Software Engineering. Game theory has been used before for exploring conflict and cooperation in a software development context. Below, we survey game-theoretic analysis of five types of interactions: interactions between developers, development and testing conflicts, interactions driven by management, role-neutral interactions, and conflicts external to the development
Figure 2: A Bayesian network for the tragedy of the test suite (Section 5): redundancy awareness, understood as the perception that underperforming can get a developer fired, influences the increase in velocity and the accumulation of deprecated tests. Higher velocity and the accumulation of deprecated tests influence the collapse of testing infrastructure.

team. However, the proposed models do not scale to global software development scenarios with large teams and fast releases [11].

Researchers have modelled strategic scenarios between developers on a software team. Lagesse explored task assignment between developers, using cooperative game theory to obtain an ideal assignment considering the developers’ preferences [24]. Hasnain et al. modelled stand up meetings, where developers had the option to work or shirk responsibility [25]. Bavota et al. approached refactoring as a game between developers, where developers compete for refactoring opportunities on a common class to refactor [26]. Kitagawa et al. explored the collaboration between code reviewers inside a software team, proposing that this scenario constitutes an instance of the snowdrift game [27]. These papers succeed in identifying conflicting goals between software developers. In the same fashion, all the games presented in this paper — the freelancer’s dilemma (Section 2), technical debt (Section 4), and the test suite tragedy (Section 5) — fall in this category. However, since they use techniques from classical game theory, their models cannot scale to large software teams operating over time, as explained in Section 2.

Other authors have explored scenarios where developers are in conflict with the testing team. Feijs models testing as a game between developers and testers, where the actions for both of them are to do a good job or a poor job [28]. Kukreja et al. modelled testing as a security game: testers are defenders that have a limited budget for test case execution while developers are the attackers who commit poor quality code [29]. The tension between the testing and the developer role fits naturally into the game-theoretic domain, and we expect to study it in the future. As with previous work, they rely on classic game theoretic approaches that limit their scalability.

The connection between software project management and game theory was identified by Boehm and Ross [30]. Models of software process improvement normally have the project manager as player. Hata et al. modelled collaboration in an open-source project as a game between project leaders and contributors; the project leader’s goal is to facilitate contribution and his actions include doing nothing, writing documentation, or writing installation scripts [31]. Yilmaz et al. focused on team members’ characteristics and personality traits and their impact on productivity [32, 33]. Bacon
et al. proposed viewing software development as an economy. They present software estimation as an example, where project managers are rewarded by accurate estimations and developers benefit from quick feature delivery [34]. Following that vision, Rao et al. suggested a software maintenance game where developers compete by submitting deep or shallow fixes, comparable with the fix-kludge scenario we presented in Section 4 [35]. Rao et al. also mention the problem of scaling game-theoretic models. They address this by using mean field games, which support a large number of players. Some interesting topics covered by these authors are mechanism design [32, 34, 35], data-based validation [31] and game abstraction [34]. However, they studied each of these topics in isolation. A key contribution of this work is to integrate all these concepts into a formal framework for process improvement at scale, from inception to deployment.

There are also approaches that model team members regardless of their role in the software process. Wang and Redmiles [36] explore the impact of informal talk in the development of trust using evolutionary game theory. Hassan and Dubinsky [37] described how cooperation and defection would impact specific software development practices. Again, since no game abstraction approach was adopted, those game-theoretic models do not scale.

Strategic interactions outside the software team have also been explored, especially with end-users and clients. Since these proposals focus on clients and users, they obviate software development practices, which is a focus of this research agenda. García-Galán et al. reconcile conflicting user configurations in product design by adopting a cooperative game theory approach [38]. Grechanik and Perry model software development as a game with three types of players: managers, developers and customers [39]. Oza explores that idea that software outsourcing can be modelled as a game between software vendors and their clients, configuring a prisoner’s dilemma scenario [40]. Sazawal and Sudan model software evolution as an extensive form game between the software designer and its end-users [41]. Kumar et al. proposed a novel marketplace style for cloud computing providers and customers based on the double auction mechanism [42].

4. Research Agenda: Game-Theoretic Software Process Improvement

Since software development is inherently temporal, time is a critical dimension of most software processes. For example, the Scrum process framework divides development in time boxes, called sprints, where development tasks are assigned and prioritised. At the end of each sprint, the status of the project is assessed and the project plan is refined accordingly. Other process frameworks, like the Unified Process, also propose guidelines for sequencing tasks and organising them over time. Dynamic games and the extensive-form (Section 2) are more suitable for representing software processes than static games, given static games inability to handle time [16]. However, real-world software development — with large teams working over multiple releases — generate immense game trees. Hence, abstraction is needed. Empirical game-theoretic analysis (EGTA) is one of these abstraction approaches [43] [44]. EGTA reduces the action space by restricting it to a set of heuristic strategies, which are a subset of strategies that are of interest to the game designer. In our freelancer scenario, let us assume that the freelancers work together for an undetermined number of projects under the contractual conditions of Table 1: strategies can go from “not cooperate on any project” to “imitate my colleague’s last action”. In this strategy space, the game designer needs
Figure 3: The GTPI approach starts by detecting a candidate process that exhibits an aberrant behaviour. Such a process is then modelled using EGTA and the Nash equilibrium is obtained. In case the equilibrium is not the one desired, the EGTA model is updated iteratively until a desirable one is obtained. Finally, the improved process is adopted by the team.

EGTA uses a simulation-based heuristic payoff table instead of the game tree of the extended form representation. This table has an entry for each action combination, where the actions available for each player are heuristic strategies. Each entry also contains the expected payoff for each player given the actions they perform, which are obtained through simulation. The heuristic payoff table can then be processed by a game solver to obtain its NE.

Game-theoretic Process Improvement (GTPI) is our proposed process improvement framework. It relies on EGTA abstractions to model software processes, diagnose process anomalies and prescribe solutions to remove them. It is summarised in Figure 3. Anomalous processes are often itchy: something about them mystifies or annoys their participants. Some behaviours that are apparently irrational appear due to incorrect incentives. Identifying process anomalies is the first step of our approach.

Workers of every discipline, when approaching a task, need to choose between “cutting corners” or not. Technical debt is a software development instance of this seminal problem [13]. Practitioners [45, 46] and researchers [13, 35] have identified that software teams have an incentive to deliver sub-optimal but quick solutions — like kludges — instead of optimal but time-consuming ones, like proper fixes. One of the causes is the pressure put on teams to deliver on time and under budget, which triggers them to maximise the number of features delivered regardless of quality. Individual developers too balance getting things done quickly versus getting them done right. Developers face this dilemma repeatedly and, of course, they seek a Goldilocks solution\(^1\).

The next step is the empirical game design, where we model the process to improve. Underlying Figure 4 are two models. One is a simulation model designed to capture real world behaviour. To the simulation model, we apply heuristic strategies to produce the other, an empirical game-theoretic model in the form of pay-off table. Simulation of software processes is a well-developed area, with plenty of options and paradigms [9]. Here, we adopted discrete-event simulation because it is easy to reproduce and evaluate [47].

The parameters for our simulation model are described in Table 2. Technical debt can arise because developers write sloppy code under pressure. Why? Game theory suggests the answer is incorrect incentives, so the first modelling question to ask is “How are developers rewarded?”\(^\text{1}\). The answer is not directly money or reputation, so we look to the output of the process; \(F_i\) features

\(^1\)“Goldilocks and the Three Bears” is a 19th century fairy tale, in which a girl, given a series of three-way choices, consistently chooses the one between the extremes.
Figure 4: Empirical game design: the process engineer builds a heuristic payoff table using heuristic strategies as actions: The entries of this table are expected payoff values obtained via simulation. They can later use any algorithm to calculate the NE of the empirical game, once the payoff matrix has been built.

Table 2: Input and output variables of the simulation model of the development team: the output variable $F_i$ corresponds to the payoff function of developers. The process engineer needs to work with the customer to identify the relevant variables of the process under analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$T$</td>
<td>Resolution time for work items in days.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_a$</td>
<td>Resolution time for work items coded with action $a \in {f, k}$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I$</td>
<td>Work item arrival probability at the “To-Do” column per day.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_i$</td>
<td>Heuristic strategy adopted by developer $i$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D$</td>
<td>Number of developers available.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| $R$            | Rework a work item after it is placed in “Done”.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Output</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$F_i$</td>
<td>Work items finished by developer $i$.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

per release. We use $F_i$ as the game’s payoff function below. $F_i$ is governed by $D$, the number of developers and the release periods of $N$ days. Kanban is popular among agile teams, so the development team in our model works a Kanban board with three columns: To-Do, In-Progress and Done\(^2\). Tasks appear as To-Do’s with probability $I$. On average, a task project takes $T$ days to reach “Done” and increase $F_i$.

Technical debt is a *tragedy of the commons*: the codebase quality, the shared resource or common, progressively degrades as the team pushes kludges. So, we define our model to make kludges faster to code than fixes at the expense of codebase quality and with a higher risk of rework. To this end, we model the probability of reworking a “Done” task as due to a bug. Fixes take $T_f$ time and are $R_f$ likely to require rework, while kludges take $T_k$ time and are $R_k$ likely to require rework. Kludges reduce the quality of the codebase and increase the average resolution time by $Q_k$. Of the myriad actions developers can take, our simulation model gives a developer only two:

---

\(^2\)Kanban boards visualise workflows. They have several columns and work items flow between them [46].
write a kludge or code a time-consuming fix, as Figure 5 shows. The simulation model must be validated against data with respect to the targeted behaviour, which is defined in cooperation with the customer. In essence, one statistically compares the simulation outputs with actual process data [48]. Consolidating data across sources is non-trivial and time-consuming: we discuss how one might approach this problem in Section 5.

The EGTA approach also requires a set of heuristic strategies. These strategies model player behaviour, and the game designer employs mechanism design to control their adoption in the empirical game improvement step. Ideal candidates are behaviours we want to encourage or discourage. To obtain the strategies players actually adopt, we extract data from bug tracking systems, source code repositories, eliciting them from the customer or domain experts, or other relevant data sources. When the available data is insufficient, we turn to experts to expand the strategy catalogue, keeping in mind that the number of strategies determines the size of the game.

Our model uses two strategies that we believe are worth exploring. The first commits proper fixes up to a week before the release, when, due to pressure, it shifts to pushing kludges. This behaviour favours fixes over kludges, most of the time. The second is sensitive to the work items accumulating in the “To-Do” column: when the “To-Do” backlog exceeds 2 items, it starts committing kludges. In a heavily loaded project, this strategy favours kludges. While actual player strategies will be some more subtle mix of fix and kludge, we have picked two extremal strategies to study how to reduce kludging. In focusing on extremal strategies, we are simply seeking to make our process resilient to unwanted behaviour, following a long tradition in mechanism design [49].

Our development model is simple by design in order to capture fundamental behaviour. Our key assumption is that the aberrant behaviour that we seek to capture has such strong signal that a simple model can capture it. Also, the explanatory power of simple models greatly favours process adoption; we believe customers and process performers will be more positively inclined towards process changes justified using concepts they can understand. Further, capturing the essence of the phenomena under study in a simple model generates more flexible models. Indeed, cutting corners is not unique to software. With just a few modifications, we could easily port our simulation model to non-software domains. Below, we show how our model suggests a simple, inexpensive solution to budget-driven technical debt: “All models are wrong but some are useful”, G. Box.

From the simulation model and the heuristic strategies, we obtain the heuristic payoff matrix by simulating each of the table entries and including the expected values over a number of iterations. This payoff matrix represents our game-theoretic model. Once we have the payoff matrix, we obtain its equilibria. Nash equilibrium calculation is a vast and diverse area with many options [50]. In this paper, we rely on the Gambit game solver: a software tool that contains ready-to-use implementations of equilibrium calculation algorithms, facilitating quick experimentation [51].

An Eclipse Platform annual release has the simulation parameters $T = 29.79$ and $N = 360$ after analysing its Bugzilla data [52]. Using our heuristic strategies and setting $D = 2, I = 1.0, T_f = 1.1 \times T, R_f = 0.9 \times R, T_k = 0.75 \times T, R_k = 1.05 \times R, Q_k = 0.05 \times T$, where $R = 0.069$ is raw rework probability in the Eclipse data. We have extracted these parameters to use real-world values. We want to emphasise that we do not assume that the Eclipse platform is kludge-prone. We simulated each heuristic payoff table entry for 100 releases and recorded the average $F_i$ per developer. Table 3 shows the resulting heuristic payoff matrix. Gambit finds a single equilibrium where both developers adopt the kludge-intensive strategy. This outcome matches the itchy behaviour identified at
Figure 5: Developers in our technical debt simulation: the implementation of work items can be fixes or kludges. Fixes demand more time but are less likely to require rework. Kludges are quick but are more likely than fixes to be reworked. Also, kludges negatively impact codebase health.

Table 3: Payoff matrix after the empirical game design stage in Figure 3: it has a single Nash equilibrium where developer A and developer B adopt only the kludge-intensive heuristic strategy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>B: fix-intensive</th>
<th>B: kludge-intensive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A: fix-intensive</td>
<td>$A = 9.80, B = 9.80$</td>
<td>$A = 8.34, B = 10.77$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A: kludge-intensive</td>
<td>$A = 10.77, B = 8.34$</td>
<td>$A = 9.06, B = 9.06$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

the first stage of GTPI, and our empirical game model offers an explanation: developers have an incentive to kludge instead of generating proper fixes.

Following design, we proceed with the empirical game improvement step. Our goal is a process whose corresponding empirical game has a single equilibrium where the heuristic strategies we believe beneficial have high probability. To remove technical debt, we seek an equilibrium where the fix-intensive strategy has a significantly higher probability than the kludge-intensive one.

The analysis of Table 3 shows that the advantage of kludges — a reduced coding time — is worth their cost — a higher rework probability — so it becomes dominant at equilibrium. The absence of a code quality control mechanism before committing makes kludges very cheap, which translates in a progressive deterioration of codebase quality. Thus, we knew any solution should make kludges more expensive. Adopting pair programming can accomplish this but, due to its cost, we did not consider it. We posited that adding a part-time experienced code reviewer who can detect 10% of the kludges would be sufficient and also cost effective. So, we updated the simulation model with $R_k = 10\%$ and use it to produce payoff values for a new heuristic payoff table. In this configuration, Gambit found three equilibrium profiles and in one of them both agents perform the kludge-intensive strategy, which was far from ideal. However, when we set $R_k = 25\%$ and rebuild the payoff matrix, shown in Table 4, its equilibrium analysis produced the desired outcome: a single equilibrium where both players adopt the fix-intensive strategy.

The last step is the process deployment. The results of this analysis would be pointless without a feasible deployment strategy. Our improved process is deployable: most software teams already review commits. Since we only require a 25% kludge detection accuracy, the reviewer needs only to perform a lightweight quick-pass.

GTPI is a general approach to improving development processes. Here, we applied it to the
Table 4: Payoff matrix after the empirical game improvement stage in Figure 3: it has a single Nash equilibrium where developer A and developer B adopt only the fix-intensive heuristic strategy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>B: fix-intensive</th>
<th>B: kludge-intensive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A: fix-intensive</td>
<td>$A = 9.79$, $B = 9.79$</td>
<td>$A = 8.40$, $B = 7.77$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

technical debt problem. In other work, we built a tool, which we christened TaskAssessor, that applies GTPI to diagnose and remove priority inflation [53].

5. The Challenges of Applying GTPI

Adopting GTPI is challenging; data gathering, technical validation, and securing customer and performer acceptance is hard. We will use the following scenario to illustrate these challenges.

Imagine a large organisation whose flagship software product has been under constant development for years. Even though software products tend to grow by adding features, over time they also lose some of them. These lost features obsolete some tests. The problem is that this subset is largely unknown and, in practice, rarely removed. The main reason is that the engineering time needed to identify these useless tests with certainty is significant. Also, mistakenly removing a useful test can cost a software engineer their job. There are some — perhaps folkloric — stories of engineers losing their jobs because they removed a test that would have detected a security vulnerability. These factors explain why potentially useless tests are rarely removed, as illustrated in Figure 6. This wastes testing resources.

We call this scenario the tragedy of the test suite since it constitutes a tragedy of the commons: the test infrastructure is a shared resource that self-interested software engineers spoil by constantly adding tests without removing unneeded ones. Over time, maintaining and running the test infrastructure becomes more expensive, and test execution takes more time, which is harmful for the engineering team and the organisation as a whole. Adopting a test prioritisation technique can mitigate the problem but it does not in general remove it. Ideally, when software engineers modify, or remove, functionality that makes some tests redundant, they should proceed to remove them from the test suite. Right after performing the change, engineers are in good position to identify the obsolete tests, when compared to a spring cleaning approach done later. We believe it is more efficient, and therefore cheaper, to incentivise software engineers to keep the test suite clean and correct. GTPI is a good fit for approaching this problem from a strategic perspective, given the large number of engineers in the company and the diversity of their behaviour.

Data gathering is hard in general. Depending on the complexity of the proposed simulation model, the process engineer will need to mine from the source code repository data regarding active tests, potentially useless tests and their evolution. Also, the pay-off calculation requires data regarding how often a deleted test fails to discover a future bug and the consequences for the developer in case this happens. Obtaining this kind of data can be time-consuming or even infeasible. It might be the case that the model requires data that no one thought about collecting before the process improvement effort. The process engineer needs to start its analysis by designing a plan on how to build the dataset required for empirical game modelling, and backstop plans — like proxies — in case the organisation has not collected the required data.
Figure 6: The tragedy of the test suite: job insecurity makes software engineers deliver more features without removing potentially useless tests. Over time, this behaviour can cause the collapse of the test infrastructure.

In the tragedy of the test suite scenario, data identifying obsolete tests is unavailable because the whole problem evaporates if the obsolete tests are known. Test prioritisation can be an effective proxy for test utility, assuming it has been empirically validated [54]. Our intuition is that the test prioritization outcome includes more useful tests than obsolete ones. Although is an imperfect proxy, it can serve as an initial baseline until more elaborate approaches are put in place.

As discussed in Section 4, after acquiring an adequate dataset the process engineer must build a simulation model of the process under study. Software process simulation is a well-known technique in the process engineering domain [9, 55], and there is a rich literature on the topic. It is critical in GTPI that the simulation model reflect the underlying process with fidelity. The empirical game improvement stage in Figure 3 requires perturbing a validated simulation model to obtain a process intervention that removes the undesired behaviour. Improving an imprecise model is a waste of time, so the validation of the simulation model is of the utmost importance. The validation of the model has two dimensions: technical and social. We address the technical validation dimension first.

In the tragedy of the test suite scenario, the simulation model needs the test execution time distribution as an input. A goodness-of-fit test can be applied to the data to see if, for example, it behaves according to an exponential distribution [48, Chapter 9]. Given that the pay-off function depends on the number of successful test executions, a statistical test can be applied to samples of the simulation output to verify if they reflect what is observed in the data [48, Chapter 10]. Simulation model validation is a hard problem, and several iterations might be needed in order to obtain a model with the required accuracy. Once the empirical game is ready, the process engineer can use any software package to calculate its NE. The obtained equilibrium also needs to be technically validated against the process data. The NE obtained from the model of the tragedy of the test suite needs to match the useless test accumulation observed in the organisation.

The empirical game model also needs to be accepted by stakeholders: they must agree that the model accurately captures the process. This is essential since GTPI’s recommendations are learned from and justified by interventions in the model, as part of the mechanism design process. The key
The challenge here is convincing the customer that the proposed model does not oversimplify.

The empirical game improvement stage requires exploring the space of potential games with a desirable NE as discussed in Section 4. Building an empirical game can be computationally costly — each pay-off matrix cell needs to be simulated by several iterations — so the search space traversal needs to be done carefully. Also, a suggested process improvement intervention can fail if it is not accepted. Going back to the tragedy of the test suite, if the improved process requires a no-penalty policy for removing obsolete tests, companies can resist not punishing the unlucky developer who removed the wrong test. Cost is also an important factor: if the cost of the proposed intervention is low, convincing the stakeholders about its implementation should be easier. Given that game theory has been sparsely used in process engineering, we believe stakeholder acceptance is the biggest challenge to GTPI adoption.

The process deployment stage also proposes acceptance challenges regarding *process performers*, the people doing the actual work. The process engineer needs to ensure that the adoption of the proposed practice goes as smoothly as possible. Tool support can be crucial to this end: if the tragedy of the test suite is improved by minimising the cost of test removal, code analysis tools would help identify obsolete tests and the impact of its removal. The process deployment step needs to be monitored constantly, and perform corrective measures if needed. Without adoption, process improvement fails.

6. Conclusion

The opportunities for applying game-theoretic tools to software process improvement are boundless. We call on the community to join us in their pursuit at [https://www.researchgate.net/project/Improving-Software-Processes-via-Empirical-Game-Theory](https://www.researchgate.net/project/Improving-Software-Processes-via-Empirical-Game-Theory).
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